Potential Impacts to Electric Reliability This Summer

Thursday, April 7, 2016

Dear Honorable Lula Davis-Holmes,
As you may be aware, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the California Independent System Operator
(CAISO) released a report today, Aliso Canyon Action Plan to Preserve Gas and Electric Reliability for the Los Angeles
Basin, on their action plan regarding the supply of natural gas and its impact on electrical generation for this coming
summer. As a result of potential natural gas shortages, the CAISO believes Southern California could experience
electrical service interruptions this summer.
SCE will do everything we can (please see SCE Deeply Concerned About Possible 14 Summer Days of Outages While
Gas Co.’s Facility is Restricted) to minimize the impact of natural gas storage issues on the reliable delivery of power for
our customers. SCE will be doing that in two ways.
* We will expand customer programs to reduce the use of electricity when needed. Customers can help the situation too
by participating in these programs.
* We also are exploring contracts for electricity resources outside of Southern California.
SCE has programs in place to address potential electrical system emergencies, which can be found here Information on
Rotating Outages and Emergencies. Additionally, customers can help reduce the demand for electricity by participating in
energy conservation and efficiency programs found here Rebates, Incentives, & Savings Tips.
We look forward to our continued partnership and will provide you with updates as information becomes available. Please
feel free to contact me should you have any additional questions.
Sincerely,
David Ford
SCE Government Affairs Representative
818-585-9149
david.a.ford@sce.com
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